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PLANNING AND MEASURING TECHNICAL PROGRESS

J. B. Meyer, Consultant
Reliability Engineering
General Electric Company
Daytona Beach, Florida
Summary
How is my equipment doing?
Program managers are continually asking, f Where am I (status); how am I doing (measure
ment against plan); and where am I going (trend and forecasting)? 11 This line of questioning
should not imply that they are uninformed, but that large programs are so complex that, as
individuals, they cannot personally be aware of progress in all areas. With so many diverse
technological developments underway simultaneously, they need systematic, understandable,
and believable predigestion of timely information. Many times they wonder if the program
is planned thoroughly, or if it is really adequate.
Testing is a major facet of a program and may account for 50 to 60 percent of the budget.
It represents verification that the equipment can really do the job for which it was designed.
Naturally, the program manager is interested in realistic understanding of his technical
progress since demonstration of performance, by test, is a critical measure of whether his
program will or will not be successful.
This paper discusses a methodology useful to planning and measuring progress toward the
maturity of equipment by test, and presents sample visualizations useful to the program
manager.
The Problem
We are all familiar with typical S-curve presentations that are a measure of progress
toward a goal.
Figure 1 represents simple visualization of progress toward the cost goal - and action can
be taken to assure that actual cost performance meets budget requirements.
In a similar manner other resources such as time and manpower can be visualized (see
Figure 2).
Again, the common denominator is calendar time and the presentation is a cumulative sum
mary of the parameter being measured.
These two figures representing cost, time, and manpower, however, are not adequate to
visualize the questions, TTAm I getting my money fs worth? ff or, TTSo I spend all my money,
time, and manpower, - have I performed technically ? n For we all realize that being on
schedule or within budget does not guarantee the final product will measure up to require
ments when the time and dollars are spent.
The Benefits
In our assessments of the planning associated with demonstrating mission capability by test,
we asked ourselves such questions as, t!How much risk are we assuming with each test?, tT
TrHow much are we not doing?, TT and 'What is the risk of not doing it?"
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The concept that evolved provides a qualitative tool for a managerial visualization. It is
certainly not the only one which can be used to measure technical progress. But it has
several advantages (see Figure 3).

1. PROVIDES FOR SYSTEMATIC AND THOROUGH ASSESSMENT
FOR GAPS, OMISSIONS, INADEQUACIES, AND REPEATED TESTS
2. CAN BE USED FOR INITIAL PLANNING, EVALUATING EXISTING
PLANS, OR RECOMMENDING ALTERNATE PLANS
3. CAN SHOW IMPLICATIONS OF MANAGER'S EXPERIENCE AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
4. CAN BE PRESENTED IN SEVERAL COMMON FORMATS
5. CAN SHOW THE "VALUE 11 OF ANY TEST
6. CAN INDICATE AREAS OF CRITICALITY FOR RESOURCE
ALLOCATION
Figure 3. Advantages
So, although we cannot claim to have ninvented !t a new system, we are suggesting a technique
for the systematic assessment of a test program to which a nfigure of value n can be assigned.
This technique can answer many of the questions posed earlier.
How It Works
The functional system level will be used in the discussion of the technique, although I am
sure you will see potential application to other levels as well.
Any mission is composed of a particular set of ground and flight profiles which determine
the environmental loadings that the equipment will encounter in going from A to B (see
Figure 4). In the performance of this mission profile the equipment must perform certain
functions, or events, with a known duty cycle.
So the first step is to detail each event that must be performed, each environment associated
with these events, and the duty cycles of the equipment. These are "requirements. "
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Figure 4. Mission Parameters
We next compare the planned test program with these requirements to see how many of the
"requirements" will be demonstrated. An analysis of the plans and requirements event by
event and environment by environment discloses gaps or omissions, which, upon further
investigation, may be filled by modifying the test plans or by providing additional facilities
and resources. Only then can the potential contributed value of the omissions be system
atically assessed. It may be that little is gained technically by designing tests to fill certain
of the gaps, and economics may prohibit other gaps from being filled, but a systematic
appraisal will give the manager a firmer feel for the risks and values associated with the
test program.
The actual assessment can be prepared in a matrix form, as in Figure 5, which permits
omissions or gaps in the plan to be easily identified.
For this example, let fs assume that each block of the matrix represents an experience that
is required by the mission profile - that is, the intersection of each system, environment,
and event represents a mission requirement. A simple summation of each element of re
quired experience, therefore, will yield a number which represents the total experience re
quired to perform the mission. This total can be considered the goal against which the con
tribution of each prior test can be measured.
If a particular environment does not apply for a particular event, it should not be counted in
the summation. This can be represented by the shaded areas of Figure 5.
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The Contribution of Prior Tests
Having established the mission requirements to the necessary depth, the next step is the de
termination of the contribution of each prior test at the level being analyzed. To be con
sidered "mature, " equipment must demonstrate capability to survive and operate within
tolerance under all the stresses imposed by the profile of the ultimate mission. Each prior
test is planned to give an increment of confidence toward this maturity.
Several questions must then be answered (see Figure 6).

1. HOW DO THE EVENTS AND ENVIRONMENTS OF THE PRIOR
TESTS COMPARE WITH THOSE OF THE ULTIMATE MISSION ?
2. DO THE PLANNED GROUND AND FLIGHT TESTS REALISTICALLY
AND ADEQUATELY SIMULATE THE EQUIPMENT, ENVIRONMENTS,
DUTY CYCLES, AND SEQUENCE OF OPERATION ?
3. HOW DO THE EQUIPMENTS DIFFER BETWEEN TESTS-DEVELOP
MENT OR FLIGHT CONFIGURED EQUIPMENT ?
4. HOW MUCH "MATURITY" DO WE HAVE AT ANY POINT IN TIME ?
HOW MUCH HAS BEEN OBTAINED FROM GROUND TEST ?
5. HOW DOES ACTUAL MATURITY COMPARE WITH PLANNED
MATURITY •?
Figure 6. Value of Prior Tests
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In principle, each prior test verifies a portion of the experience identified on
environment matrix of Figure 7, if flight configured equipment is used. Flightthe event/
accomplish a series of events, and will provide large blocks of experience, as tests usually
shown by the
dashed lines in Figure 7. Ground tests, on the other hand, are normally conducted
in
simulated environments and will either accrue experience as individual groups
environments or as horizontal lines of experience for specific environments, asof events and
shown
by
the dotted boxes.
An initial approach is to consider each system and each mission event equally
mission success. This is analogous to stating that each environment is equallyimportant to
cause equipment failure, that each experience unit contributes equally to missionlikely to
success,
and that engineering confidence must be obtained by test demonstration before
be attained. However, in some applications, past experience may indicate thatmaturity can
particular
types of equipment, and consequently their systems, are more susceptible to certain
ronmental stresses than to-others. This permits the use of modifying factors which envi
influence
the contribution of the experience obtained by different types of equipment, thereby
assisting
in pinpointing criticalities.

RECOVERY

Figure 7. Contribution of Prior Missions/Tests
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Figure 8. Technical Progress
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Based upon the premise that accomplishing the ultimate mission will enable 100 percent of
the matrix to be filled in, and that each previous test, whether flight or ground, will demon
strate a portion of the matrix, then we can say that each of the previous tests demonstrates
a percentage of the mission requirements. If these percentages for each test are accumulated
chronologically we can construct the nplanned n growth curve of Figure 8, which fits into the
same family of presentations we saw earlier.
The "actual" curve can be constructed in a similar manner after the tests are completed, by
accumulating the test percentages of events, environments, and systems experience on the
same matrix.
These summations can obviously be performed in any direction on the matrix to provide
trends and statistics on all parameters of the test program by test hours, test number,
calendar time, mission event, environment, or relationship of ground to flight test.
Some Problems In Establishing Criteria
With this approach in mind, and before we see the results of an actual example, we ought to
take a look at some typical management decisions needed to assure a standardized approach.
This is where the manager fs input strongly influences the output. Since he is expected to
take action on the output of the assessment, his input will enable him to place greater credi
bility in the results.
Several typical problems which we have encountered at the system level are shown in Figure 9.
Here the manager must recognize the need for development testing and its contribution to
engineering confidence and training, but must decide if it contributes more than assurance of
feasibility to the actual final equipment.

1. DEVELOPMENT OR QUALIFIED EQUIPMENT?•
2. IDENTICAL EQUIPMENT IN EARLY TESTS *?
3. VALUE OF GROUND TESTS VERSUS FLIGHT TESTS ?•
4. VALUE OF WEIGHTING FACTORS ON ENVIRONMENTS ?* EQUIP?*
5. VALUE OF FAILURE HISTORY OF TYPES OF EQUIPMENT ?•

6. EFFECT OF UNREPRESENTATIVE TESTING SEQUENCE ?
mmmmmmmmmmmfmmmmmmmmmfm

Figure 9. Problems In Establishing Criteria
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In many programs, modifications of final equipment are used in early tests. The manager
must decide how these contribute toward maturity of the final equipment.
Many managers prefer ground test over flight testing because of better controlled test condi
tions and nonexpenditure of equipment. But do they contribute equally toward maturity or
does one leave a feeling of more confidence than the other ?
He must also decide if all the equipment contributes equally to mission success or if weight
ing factors are applicable. If the latter, the values used, based upon past experience with
similar hardware or experience obtained from other programs or just plain judgment, should
receive his concurrence that the proper emphasis is being applied.
And finally, the real-world problem of performing ground tests out of operational sequence
must be considered and related to flight tests where equipment functions are normally con
ducted in the proper sequence. He must agree that the time under simulated environmental
stress represents the actual equipment duty cycle even though it is not a true simulation of
the sequence in which the actual loading will occur.
Application of the Technique
To this point we fve discussed in broad form the technique and its advantages to the manager
and some of the problems in establishing ground rules. To illustrate its application we have
chosen a real-life example, but have suitably disguised the specific equipment involved.
The first step in applying the technique is a systematic assessment of the mission require
ments. Figure 10 is an example of an early matrix that has been used to do this. It contains
an identification of 188 events and 34 possible environments that might be experienced on the
mission. Each EU, or experience unit, represents an environment and event which the
equipment must survive. As can be seen from the numbers on the chart, some environments
do not occur with all the events and, therefore, do not appear as valid experience units, so
one cannot just multiply the 32 ascent events by the 34 environments, for example.
The next step is superimposing the functional system duty cycles on the mission events.
In Figure 11 we can see that 56 systems were considered but that many of them will not ex
perience the full mission and only operate until they are jettisoned. However, each system
accumulates experience units up until the time it is jettisoned. The total number of experi
ence units required, therefore, is the basic number associated with the mission phase times
the number of systems that acquire this experience. Thus Section 7, which is jettisoned
later in the mission, must accumulate 13,000 EU whereas Section 1, which is jettisoned
first, will only accumulate 2000 EU.
Application of this principle has resulted in several useful management presentations.
Figure 12 is a declassified example of some of the results that have been obtained in analyses
to date. Let's discuss the information contained on this figure.
Figure 12 depicts the manner in which ground and flight tests contribute toward equipment
maturity and identifies the progress being made by each test. The actual equipment and
calendar time have been deleted for security reasons. It is apparent, however, that in the
last 20 percent of the schedule, 90 percent of the required experience is planned to be ob
tained. It is also apparent that in this example ground testing is only contributing 26 percent
toward maturity, the other 74 percent being demonstrated by higher risk and more costly
flight tests.
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Some of the questions the manager must decide here are:

1. SHOULD GROUND TEST CONTRIBUTE
MORE EXPERIENCE ?
•

2. ARE ANY LOWER LEVEL TESTS FILLING
THE LOW AREA FROM 50 PERCENT TO
80 PERCENT OF SCHEDULE PROGRESS ?

3. WHY DOESN'T GROUND TEST OVERLAP
THE FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM ?

•

•

4. WHAT DO I NEED TO PERFORM FLIGHT
TESTS EARLIER ?
•

Figure 13.

Typical Management Questions

Figures 14 through 16 are additional declassified examples of some results that have been ob
tained in analyses to date. Let fs continue discussing the information contained in these
figures .
Total progress toward maturity due to both ground and flight test is indicated in Figure 14
by the circular symbols. The first six points plotted show the growth due to ground testing
only, since all valid ground tests are planned for completion prior to the first valid flight
test. The accumulated contribution due to ground testing is thus seen to be about 26 percent.
The square symbols denote progress due to flight test only. The vertical increase between
successive points denotes the new flight experience contributed by a specific flight. The por
tion of this new flight experience which has already been demonstrated by prior ground testing
is indicated in the figure by double vertical lines. Thus, the risk per flight is that portion of
new flight experience which has not been demonstrated in prior ground testing. Flight test
No. 5, for example, will provide approximately 100 percent increase in new flight experience
over the previous test, but only 25 percent of it is planned to be demonstrated in prior
ground testing.
The questions here, of course, are more oriented toward the risk of each flight and the
contribution of ground tests toward reducing that risk. The manager fs questions are more
concerned with increasing the scope of ground testing directly applicable to test No. 5 !s
objectives so that the risk of flying equipment not previously tested is minimized.
When one asks why this high rate of progress when the program is about completed, one
obvious reason appears on Figure 15. This figure shows that of the 34 potential environments
that must be anticipated, ground test is planned to cover only 12. It appears that an addi
tional 12 environments could be demonstrated by ground test, which would approximately
double the contribution of ground testing toward maturity and consequently reduce the risk
of flight test. On the other hand, the analysis from which this information has been abstracted
182
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has not considered the effects of the severity of environmental stress on specific types of
equipment. This could influence the amount of maturity obtained from surviving different
environments, and could result in certain environments contributing more toward maturity
than others.
Another reason for the steep rise in the progress curves is that flight configured equipment
will not be available on early tests. They will contain partially valid systems or developmenttype equipment, and consequently contribute little toward maturity at the major system level.
It is probable that other tests on valid equipment at subsystem and component levels will tend
to increase the low maturity shown by earlier tests.
Figure 16 is of interest because it represents a measure of confidence that is obtained from
repetitive experience. It shows that Mission Phase I will have five tests to demonstrate repeatable performance whereas no tests will have completely demonstrated Phase IV until the
ultimate mission, which is test 10.
Figure 16, however, does not identify which are the specific experience units in question.
These could be shown in Figure 17 and similar trend curves where the mission events used
in the basic matrix become the abscissa of the chart, and the number of times each event or
system is demonstrated is recorded as an !TXM along the ordinate.
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Figure 17. Repeatability
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Conclusion
The technique we ?ve discussed provides a thorough assessment of a test program and enables
gaps, omissions, or duplications to be easily visualized by a matrix-type approach. It high
lights areas of criticality for management and enables resources to be allocated realistically
for optimizing demonstrations by test. It also provides a measure of the risk associated with
each test, thereby enabling replanning to spread the risk more evenly over a series of tests,
and permits management to visualize the contribution of ground and flight test to that risk.
From the assessment described it appears that other measures of value can be applied to
each test as well as the measure of technical value. Modified approaches might include other
influences, such as the cost per test, to obtain other parameters for Measuring Progress
Toward Maturity.
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